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Orientation and Conferencing Plan Stage 5

Orientation
Ensure that you have read about using the plan in the 
Program Guide.

Book summary
Read the following summary to the student.

It’s a long way into the future, and a teenager 
prepares to travel at the speed of light from  
planet Metropoly to Plutarsas. Zorb bubble races  
and warp transfers make this a summer camp  
with a difference!

Introduction
Foster interest and activate the student’s background 
knowledge. Be concise – focus on motivating and involving 
the student. Encourage prediction by using the text 
and illustrations on the cover of the book. Discuss new 
vocabulary and remind the student to use the glossary 
(when applicable). Also remind the student to ask him/
herself questions before, during and after the reading.

Explain to the student that this is a science-fiction 
story and discuss the features of the genre, including 
the setting (because sci-fi stories are usually set 
in the future or on a different planet) and the 
characters (because the people and creatures may 
have unfamiliar features and habits). Ask the student 
to look for the features of the genre as they read. 

Ensure that the student understands the challenging 
vocabulary in the text, such as antenna, cyberspace, 
and jet-stream skiing.

Conferencing
Check how well the student reads
When you are conferencing, the student reads all or part of 
the book to you. Then:
• praise, pause, and prompt appropriately;
• check for accuracy (by counting mistakes) and fluency;
• check for understanding by using one or more of the 

following methods:
 −asking the comprehension questions provided and any 
others that seem necessary;
 −asking the student to retell the story in their own words;
 −asking questions about and discussing aspcts of the 
story, such as the theme, plot, main ideas, sequence 
and characters;
 −encouraging the student to confirm the predictions they 
made during the orientation.

Decide what the student does next
Next recommend that the student:
• practices some more on the same book, with or without 

the audio;
• completes one of the activities provided that is related to 

the book;
• practices with another book from the same level; or
• is assessed for promotion to the next level.

Comprehension questions
1. What was the storyteller expecting to experience 

on Plutarsas? 

2.  How did the storyteller communicate with his 
parents?

3.  What will life be like on Metropoly for the 
exchange student? 

4.  Why do you think the storyteller thought his 
vacation would be his best yet?

5.  Why are the events in this story not yet possible?

Answers to the Comprehension questions
1. Accept any of the following: terrain exploration; zorb 

bubble races; jet-stream skiing; weightless diving; 
encounters with pets.

2. By an antenna that collects and sends thoughts. 
3. Accept any of the following: she’ll find that humans are 

the only creatures on the planet; she’ll experience low 
oxygen levels and a range of temperatures; she’ll live in 
a safety dome; she’ll eat food grown under heat domes; 
she’ll sleep in a capsule; she’ll have a brother.

4. Answers will vary.
5. Answers will vary.

Supporting English Language 
Learners
The following are suggestions for optional lessons to take 
with your English language learners. See the overview chart 
in the Program Guide for a summary of the text features of 
this book.

Purpose
Answering simple questions using one- or two-word 
responses

Introduce the concept and practice
Recalling important information indicates how well 
the student has comprehended the text and allows 
them to develop their vocabulary skills.

Before the student reads independently, read the 
story aloud to them. (You may need to read it more 
than once.) Then do an enhanced introduction to the 
book using the ideas in the introduction. Ensure that 
the student understands the plot and any difficult 
concepts or vocabulary.

Discuss the differences between life on Earth, 
Plutarsas, and Metropoly, using questions to 
encourage the student’s participation. Ask questions 
about the plot and the main character, prompting the 
student to recall as much as possible. 
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Name: ..............................................................................................................................  Date: ..............................................

Introduction:  It’s a long way into the future, and a teenager prepares to travel at the speed of light  
from planet Metropoly to Plutarsas. Zorb bubble races and warp transfers make this a  
summer camp with a difference!

Accuracy Chart (Exact word replacement only)

Words Entered Score Level

More than 11 correct Independent

10 or 11 correct Instructional

Fewer than 10 correct Frustration

Errors

M  S

It’s summer, and I’m sitting in a gleaming supershuttle, 

waiting for takeoff to Plutarsas. My stomach is churning 

_______ excitement, my family is _______ good-bye, and 

my adventure _______ about to begin. It _______ began 

when I was _______ cyberspace for information about 

_______ discoveries. A message popped _______ on my 

screen: “Congratulations! _______ just taken the first 

_______ toward becoming a planet Plutarsas _______ 

member. We guarantee you’ll _______ the best outer 

space _______ of your life.” I _______ obviously clicked on 

the _______ icon. I tried to _______ the message, but it 

_______ up again, pulsing red _______ green. “We offer: 

• exciting _______ space experiences, including terrain 

__________, zorb bubble races, and jet-stream _______ 

• suits for spacewalking • warp _______ to Plutarus and 

beyond • _______ to increase your confidence _______ to 

earn you bonus _______ points for future travel • _______ 

medical insurance for space and altitude sickness.

Cloze Activity Stage 5

Errors
M = Meaning (makes sense)          S = Syntax (sounds right)          

Heard     Seen     Unseen 

Comments:
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It’s summer, and I’m sitting in a gleaming supershuttle, waiting for  
takeoff to Plutarsas. It all began when I was searching cyberspace for 
information about space discoveries, and a message popped up on my 
screen: “Congratulations!

You’ve just taken the first step toward becoming a planet Plutarsas  
camp member.” I had obviously clicked on the wrong icon. I tried to delete 
the message, but it flashed up again. “We offer: exciting outer space 
experiences and warp transfers to planet Plutarsas.

We also offer the chance to enjoy the company of Plutarsas people and 
their animals.” That sure interested me! There’s no other life apart from 
humans here on Metropoly. Plutarsas and Metropoly are sister planets.  
I thought about my life on Metropoly.

I wondered how different it would be to stay on Plutarsas. There were so 
many other things that I didn’t know about the planet. I knew about the 
bubbling purple waterways that flowed across Plutarsas, and I wanted to  
try out the watersports. 

Zorb bubble racing and skiing in a jetstream along a violet-colored canal 
sounded awesome. I quickly entered “Yes” in the box that asked if I was 
interested. I had to ask for permission from my parents first, but I was sure 
they’d think it was a great idea.

That night, I launched into a long think-speak about why I needed to 
experience camp on Plutarsas. My parents’ response came racing back. 
“Great opportunity!” they thought. All systems were go – I was off to space 
camp on planet Plutarsas! Good-bye, Metropoly! Plutarsas, here I come! 

Text-Sequencing Activity Stage 5
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s c o n f i d e n c e c y o u e

a u m e s s a g e p u r p l e x

l o m d d i f f e r e n t s s c

t p o m i n o x y g e n i h a i

i p p g e s s h e e a t g u f t

t o t r t r c s p e e d r t e e

u r i e h l f o a s o f e t t m

d t o e i u  a c v n n o a l y e

e u n n n c m a a e d r t e b n

p n w l k k i m n e r w a s e t

l i b a i y l p s w a y o n l y

a t u t t f y m y t a w o u l d

n y t o i e e s e e a r t h a t

e p l a y s r a w a y y p t h e

t s p a c e p r o t e c t i o n

i n f o r m a t i o n a b o u t

Words  
to find:

Words can 
be found 
in these 
directions:

The letter in 
each square 
can only be 
used in one 
word.

about
altitude
an
and
away
be
but
camp
confidence
different

discovery
eat
excitement
family
for
great
green
information
is
life

lucky
message
my
only
opportunity
option
oxygen
planet
play
protection

purple
safety
see
she
shuttle
so
space
speed
stay
summer

that
the
think
to
warp
was
water
would
you

Use the letters that are left to make the word that tells what kind of animal the 
storyteller likes the sound of. ........................................................................................................................................

Word Search Activity Stage 5

Name: ..............................................................................................................................  Date: ..............................................
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Board Game Activity Stage 5

“Congratulations!
You’ve taken the 
first step toward 
visiting Plutarsas.” 
Go forward four 
spaces.

You have 
obviously 

clicked on the 
wrong icon. You 
press the delete 
key. Miss a turn.

The message 
continues. 

You’re becoming 
interested. Spin 
again. Go forward 
that number.

Plutarsas 
is the sister 

planet to your 
home, Metropoly. 
Name two 
numbers. If you 
spin one of them, 
go on to 14.

You wonder 
how different 

life would be on 
Plutarsas. Go back 
one space.

There are  
many things  

that you don’t know 
about Plutarsas.  
Go back to 15.

You know 
about the 

purple waterways 
and atmosphere 
on Plutarsas. Spin 
again. If you spin 
a 1 or 2, go on 
to 25.

You enter 
“Yes” in the 

box that asks if 
you’re interested. 
Go on to 26.

You have 
to get 

permission from 
your parents first. 
Spin again. Go 
back that number.

START
You’re searching 
cyberspace 
for information 
about space 
and you receive 
a message.

¬¬ Spin the numbered spinner.

¬¬ The highest number starts.

¬¬ You need to spin the exact 
number to move onto the 
END square.

2 3

4

5

6

7

8

91011121314

15

16

17

18

19 20

2728

29

30

21 22

23

24

25

26

1

END
You’re sitting in a gleaming 
supershuttle, waiting for takeoff to 
Plutarsas. Your best vacation ever 
is about to begin.
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Design a poster to advertise summer camp vacations on planet Plutarsas.

Use pictures and words to make your poster as interesting 
as possible. Try to make Plutarsas sound like an amazing 
planet to visit.

REMEMBER

Write on the back of this page if you need more space.

Writing Activity Stage 5

Name: ..............................................................................................................................  Date: ..............................................


